
Writing a Cause & Effect Essay - 
The Ultimate Guide 

A Cause & Effect essay is a piece of writing that requires the student to investigate a topic; assemble, 
create, evaluate, and concisely present an argument. This genre of essay requires extensive research and 
collection of secondary as well as primary data. Empirical research is also common in Cause & Effect essay 
writing practice which includes interviews, surveys, observations, or experiments. The extensive amount of 
research helps the writer/student to understand different perspectives on the essay writer. Irrespective of 
the amount of research involved, the clearly defined stance must be supported by sound reasoning in a 
persuasive way. 

 

The introductory or opening paragraph must set the context of the topic by generally reviewing the given 
topic. A one-line description of the importance of the topic must be provided to grab the attention of the 
reader. The thesis statement/argument is clearly expressed in this paragraph along with the supporting 
background information and evidence. You can take help from YourEssayWriter.net to develop a strong 
thesis statement for your essay as it makes the foundation for the essay. 

General Cause & Effect essay comprised of three body paragraphs supporting the thesis statement. Each 
body paragraph states a topic sentence of one general idea with the most accurate factual, logical, 
statistical, or anecdotal evidence contributing to the overall author’s stance clearly and concisely. The 
progression and alignment of paragraphs should build up the logical connection of the thesis statement to 
the evidence by explaining how and why the evidence supports the thesis. The author can also back up the 
argument with results of interviews, surveys, and observations in the form of statistics and text citations 
including avoiding irrelevant information. 

Conflicting points of view to the thesis statement can be also stated here in one or two paragraphs, 
depending on the required length of the given assignment. These paragraphs must explain opposing 
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perspectives and why the author disapproves or disagrees with them backed up with the facts. To make the 
essay more appealing, it’s important to note that the author must state the reason why conflicting 
opinions/positions are not up to write my paper and date or well informed at the current time. This will in 
turn enhance the credibility of the author’s approach to analyzing and expressing the range of opinions in a 
meaningful manner. 

One of the most important qualities of a persuasive essay is the logical transition of one concept to another. 
Meaning that every section of the essay should base upon the logical transformation from one idea to 
another. The author should conclude the previous ideas at the ending of one paragraph and introduce the 
next one to be included in the follow-up section. Generally, an essay writing service would consider one or a 
combination of all three types of models while writing a persuasive paper. Following are the three types of 

models for Cause & Effect essay 

This is the simplest and most popular form of Cause & Effect writing. It presents the argument and the 
author’s opinion, followed by the supporting facts and figures making the stance as solid as possible. The 
methodology is simple as it follows the general line of thinking of a person. This is the most effective piece 

of writing if the reader has limited knowledge and beliefs related to the topic as it summarizes the facts 
clearly and briefly. 

The Rogerian model helps establish the clear depiction of two extreme arguments and tries to find and 
support the middling ground.  This method can also be used in polarizing topics, but it only sticks to one 

side of the opposing opinion and makes it difficult to argue or even consider the other side of 
the EssayWritingService.College. Regardless of which model or combination is adopted, every Cause & 
Effect essay must include the same structure: Introduction, body, and concluding paragraphs.  
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